
SAVE THE MALE                                                                      The Christmas Valentine 

 
Nonetheless, his story should not merely remain as a sad one, albeit sensationalist, 

designed to provoke tears within the world of saturated news before observers move 

on to another story, thus creating another one to be forgotten about. His tale is 

another sickening one which every man with any respect or duty for their 

brotherhood (or own sex) must stand up, unite and fight against. There must be no 

more isolation. For a man to look at all the immense buildings and skyscrapers 

created by mankind, he can subsequently feel both alone and futile. By their 

hegemonic standards he is made to feel small, powerless and isolated. What 

happened to Keith Ingham Nutbrown and many like him - as with those who live 

daily under premediated sociocide or die by sociocide - was not merely a sad tale but 

a social crime which should never have been allowed to happen. This is the reality 

of isolation and its ruthless cruelty. Isolation must begin to stop today not tomorrow. 

Thanks to masculinity men all live under maladjusted societies behind walls 

enclosing untrusting, oppressed, perverse and suspicious of one another. This is not 

merely a moral crime but rather an amoral atrocity. Isolation unexposed creates 

mental health problems, untold misery, sometimes even death. Isolation is as a 

psychopathic a killer that must be stopped instantly.17 

 

The Christmas Valentine 

 

People say Christmas is about family. Anyone who says that, well you 

know what you can do with that; Single father (Nottingham Amateur 

Actors). Panto! Mayhem, Make Up and Magic (Broadcast, BBC4 22nd 

December 2014) 

 

Masculine societies use both Christmas and Valentine’s Day to benefit their own 

economies (or existences). Rarely for many is Christmas used anymore to celebrate 

Christianity. It has become a ritual which is commemorated through many western 

societies’ Ideological State Apparatuses. It makes imaginary relationship[s] of 

individuals to their real conditions of existence (Althusser: 153). It gives people a 

dream which tells them where they should belong. Thus, Christmas ideology makes 

people believe they should be with their families. 

 

Christmas rituals, through objects such as presents and trees, did not exist until the 

19th century. Though ideology makes it seem to people as if they have always 

existed. People are pressurised into performing Christmas rituals by ideology 

making them feel that they are uncharitable, unchristian or a Scrooge if they do not 

participate. Similarly, with Valentine’s Day a man is placed under pressure and 

considered unworthy or unromantic if he refuses to participate rituals with his 

girlfriend (if indeed he has one). All ISAs work together to produce this social 

pressure. If anybody asks a man whether he had a good Christmas, he is expected 

to answer “Yes” with an enacted smile on his face (or a mask if he did not). 
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Indubitably, Father Christmas must always be seen giving out the presents to 

children never a Mother Christmas; as the entity a male Tooth Fairy for children is 

also disallowed. If a male tooth fairy is represented, as depicted in the movies, the 

usual typically emotionless masculine or comical feminised stereotypes 

ensue. Christmas television further revises issues regarding gender. According to 

Roger Silverstone in Television and A Place Called Home, Christmas television 

allows the ‘public world of men and masculinities or the hostile society of the outer 

world placed in people’s homes through films, programmes of violence, bad language 

to be moved out of the way. Instead family programmes are substituted. Women 

who are normally interprellated to this masculine world that ‘’’break[s] 

down…boundaries…between sexes’ (Silverstone: 29) are suddenly expected to act 

from the interprellation in accordance to family programs. 

 

On Christmas day, the home is in the female (feminine) domain (Silverstone: 29-30) 

with scenes on television of women or housewife’s controlling family homes meals, 

cooking, couples kissing, emotions, romance with happy endings. Christmas appeals 

to nuclear families, couples and people in groups celebrating together. For the 

isolated, lonely, depressed male sitting at home with these emotional images 

constantly being bombarded upon him while being unable to participate in such 

rituals, Christmas only serves to highlight the misery of his own situation. There 

are places for the elderly and the homeless to go to at Christmas but none for middle 

aged or younger men. This is despite as Roger Silverstone explained in 1994 ‘[o]nly 

32 per cent of household units consist[ing] of families’ (Silverstone: 33). Programmes 

are structured throughout the day to coincide around present opening in the 

morning and afternoon meals. Christmas programmes highlight this almost as if to 

be rubbing everything in isolated men’s faces. 

 

Meanwhile, according to Roger Silverstone, families use what he terms as ‘present 

orientation’. ‘Present orientation’ concerns the here and now, but not with what is 

being experienced, undertaken or actually felt (Silverstone: 36). Hence, families are 

not concerned with the past or future but only their present. They do this via their 

‘spatial culture’; they ‘set and maintain[ed] boundar[ies] between themselves and 

the outside’ (Silverstone: 37). They do not wish to think about people who are on 

their own isolated. The festive programmes they watch are constructed towards 

them or their audience. Television shapes people by a ruling ideology interprellating 

them (via the television) into believing the state’s Christmas ideology rituals, and 

enacting out a ‘material existence’ (Althusser: 56) of the rituals together by shared 

beliefs; as the family ISA or unit. These interprellations are responsible for the 

despair and breakdowns of men and women on their own who are unable to cope 

with Christmas for personal, financial or other factors. This applies especially to 

those who expect Christmas or Valentine’s Day to be made very special. Unlike other 

families, where the ‘social domain’ is a crucial part of Christmas, the isolated mans 

‘personal’ domains conflict with the televisions continuous, relentless 
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images of the ‘social’. Hence, these men are not only alone but more likely to be 

depressed and sociocidal. Therefore, telephone helplines are usually shown on the 

screen, for those who feel suicidal (sociocidal). 

 

For men who are single on Valentine’s Day (or at any other time of the year) there 

are Valentine’s Day speed dating groups for them to meet and try to find partners. 

However, with all the other people they are competing it is unlikely they will find 

the suitable match after all their efforts (BODIES: Dating). 

 

Helplines do exist on television around Christmas. Nonetheless, television does not 

go anywhere far enough to restructure itself away from the minority of families 

towards instead the majority of those men outside of families and on their own. The 

media has a moral responsibility to ensure that not only are people not bombarded 

continuously by masculine images throughout the year but that they are also not 

bombarded by feminine portrayals around Christmas or Valentine’s Day. Television 

needs to progress well beyond its bombardments and commerciality to ensure it 

restructures and shows people forward-thinking alternatives. Programmes must be 

constructed to bring isolated people together and let them have their say towards 

changes in meanings and practices with a common goal to both improving and 

saving lives. Far more entertaining perhaps for the many people who would choose 

something other to watch than such reckless and dangerous traditional types of 

programmes; not to mention any related rituals. 
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